
AIRPUR 3 PLUS WI / WI-C / WI-C-CO2
AIRPUR 3 PLUS WI /WI-C / WI-C-CO2 remote control for heat recovery unit

- cod. CDE00048 - cod. CDE00049 - cod. CDE00050

USING THE REMOTE CONTROL
[1] Fan OFF
[2] Fan ON
[3] Maximum speed (humidity value 60%)
[4] Medium speed (humidity value 50%)
[5] Low speed (humidity value 40%)
[6] Change mode
[7] AUTO 2
[8] AUTO 1
[9] AUTO 6
[10] AUTO 5
[11] Delivery
[12] AUTO 4 Winter comfort mode
[13] AUTO 3 Summer comfort mode
[14] Extraction
[15] Air recovery unit

FUNCTIONS OF THE REMOTE CONTROL
HEAT RECOVERY UNIT: the system works for 70 seconds in intake and for 70 seconds in delivery with the possibility to regulate
the three speeds.
EXTRACTION: the system works in internal air extraction only mode, with the possibility to regulate the three speeds.
DELIVERY: the device works in aeration only mode, aspirating external air and introducing it into the room, the possibility of
regulating the three speeds is provided.
AUTO 1: the system is in standby, when the air in the room exceeds the threshold of humidity; settable at 40%, 50% or 60%, the
device starts in recovery mode until the humidity level falls within the set value.
AUTO 2: the system is in standby, when the air in the room exceeds the threshold of humidity; settable at 40%, 50% or 60%, the
device starts in extraction only mode until the humidity level falls within the set value.
AUTO 3 - SUMMER COMFORT: the system is in stand-by mode, if the outdoor temperature is lower than the indoor temperature,
the heat recovery unit will go into delivery mode at maximum speed; the machine will return to standby when the temperature
value is restored.
AUTO 4 - WINTER COMFORT: the system is in stand-by mode, if the outdoor temperature is higher than the indoor temperature,
the heat recovery unit will go into delivery mode at maximum speed; the machine will return to standby when the temperature
value is restored.
AUTO 5: the system is in stand-by mode, when the threshold of CO₂ (800 ppmv) is exceeded, the heat recovery unit will go into
recovery mode at maximum speed, the machine will return to stand-by when the value of CO₂ is restored.
AUTO 6: the system is in standby, when the threshold of CO₂ (800 ppmv) is exceeded, the heat recovery unit will go into
extraction mode at full speed, the machine will return to standby when the value of CO₂ is restored.
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ITEMS
CODE DESCRIPTION

CDE00048 REMOTE CONTROL FOR RECOVERY UNIT AIR PUR 3 PLUS WI

CDE00049 REMOTE CONTROL FOR RECOVERY UNIT AIR PUR 3 PLUS WI-C

CDE00050 REMOTE CONTROL FOR RECOVERY UNIT AIR PUR 3 PLUS WI-C-CO2

All rights relating to this publication are the exclusive property of Tecnosystemi SpA.

Tecnosystemi SpA reserves the right to make changes at any time and without notice, for technical or commercial needs.
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